
 

ATM-320L Autompack Shampoo Liquid Sachet Filling 
Sealing Packing Machine 
 

 
 
AUTOMPACK’s mission is to keep developing intelligent vertical packaging machines and offer full 
automatic packaging solutions. till nowadays, we already have successfully developed over 
25types packaging machine included in pillow bag/gusset bag/quad seal bag/3 or 4 sides sealing 
bag, connected strip bag form fill seal bagger, a these equipment able to pack all different kinds of 
material such as most daily snacks, food, liquid, paste, Powder etc. forming and metal spares, high 
technical material, vegetable, etc. cover agriculture, industrial, manufacturing all sorts fields 
material and commodities to pack favorable through our vertical packing machine. 
 
Technical Characteristics: 
 

➣It is controlled by a micro-computer, with touching the screen, and the operation is simple . 

➣PLC computer system, function is more stable, adjust it with any parameters, and don’t need to 

stop machine. 

➣It can stock ten dispose, simple to change variety. 

➣ Temperature independent control system, precision degree get to±1°C. 

➣ Horizontal, vertical temperature control, suitable for various of mix composite film. 

➣ Bag–making, sealing, packing, print date in one operation. 

➣ Work circumstance quiet, low noise. 

➣High precision structure for simple and easy operation and repair. 

➣It’s owns simple circuitry and outstanding function. 

➣Optional device: Linked-bags device, hole punching device, pneumatic type end sealing for good 

performance. 
 



Application: 
 
Suitable for packing for all kinds of liquid material which such as liquid milk, water, honey, juice, 
tomato paste, ketchup, sauce, oil, etc. Various bag types are available, e.g. back-sealing bag, 3 
sides seal bag, 4 sides seal bag, stick bag, linking bags, etc. 
 

➣Measuring range: 100---500ml (By changing liquid pump). 

 
Technical Parameters: 
 

Model ATM-320L 

Packing speed (bags/min) 15-80bags/min 

Max width of packing film (mm) 80mm-320mm 

Packing pouch size(mm) (L): 50-200mm (W): 30-150mm 

Total power (kw) 2.2kw 

Filling range(ml) 2-500ml 

Max outside diameter of rolling film (mm) ≤φ300 

Packing film thickness(mm) 0.05-0.10 

Gross weight(kg) 350kg 

Machine dimension(mm) (L)970×(W)680×(H)1950mm 

Working voltage 220v 50hz 

Packing material applications OPP, PE, PVC, OPP/CPP, OPP/PE, PET/VMPET/PE 

 


